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taining 9.9 ml of glucose minimal
meclium. The first strain, a derivativeof
K 12 marked with a galactose
E. coli
s
dele tion (8), is den-oted Agal-; and
the second strain, a derivative of
E. coli B marked with an arabinose
pOiI

tionary-phase level is lost at a lower
glucose concentration. At 800 mg of
glucose per liter the stationary phase
population of /gal- was less than that
which would be expected if the linear
sugar-stationaryphase relationshipwas
maintained. This may result from a
greater sens,itivityof the /gal- cells
to oxygen limitation. In any event, the
direct relationshipbetween glucose concentration and stationary phase level
at the concentrations used suggests
that glucose) which is the s-ole initial
carbon source represents the limiting
resollrce.
The observationof a non-zero equilibrium was made during a period of
seven transfers. Two cultlIreswere set
up with initial frequencies of /\gal- of
0.50; at the end of the first transfer
the frequency of /\gal- was 0.019 in
the first culture and 0.040 in the second. During the following six transfers the frequency of /\gall- remained
at about 1 percent (frequencyestimates
being made in this case only with the
tetrazoliumgalactose plates). To determine whether this representeda stable
equilibrium,four separate serial transfer populations were set up, two with
initial frequencies iof /galof
0.000338 and two with initial /\galfrequencies of 0.999739. After nine
transfers the frequen!ciesof /\gal- in
the diSerentpopulationsconverged(see
Fig. 1). Mean frequencies of /\gal- of

nt mutation (9), is denoted ara-.

The] flasks were shaken at 200 rev/min
at 3 7°C in B.O.D. incubatorsfor a period
of =48 hours. After this period, 0.1 ml
of this stationary phase culture was
trarsferred to a fresh flask-containing
a Si milar quantity of the medium. Tlhis
process was continued for a numlberof
trarzsfers, with samples being talken at
h. Estimatesof the relative frequeneaic]

, of the two genotypes were ob-
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tainled by Iplatingappropriatedilutions
a;hout200 colonies on a galacto cDbtain
]
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indicator medium. To
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frecquencies,lower dilutions were Iplated
on: minimalmedium.

rhe relatively low concentration of
cose used, 300 mg/liter, is within
the range in which there is a linear
-relationship between sugar concentratior and the stationary phase popula. tior1 for both genotypes. Within this
ranLgea doubling of the glucose concenrtrationleads to a doubling of the
stattionaryphase population of ara- .
Thez slope of the line for /\gal- is less
acute, and the linearityof the sugar-sta1

glus
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in a homogeneous environment, a
stable equilibriumcan be maintainedin
three basic ways: (i) a balance between
forward and back muta.tion; (ii) a
balance. between mutation and selection; and (iii) some form of frequencydependentselection.The first two mechanisms can Iberuled:out by the rapid
rate at which the equilibrium was
a!chieved(30 to 35 cell generationsfor
cultures starting at low frequencies of
gal-). At reasona,blemutation rates
this would not be anti-cipated.In addition, mutational hypotheses could not
account for the similarityof behaviorof
all four separate populations. I could
describe the equilibriumby some form
*cf frequency-dependent model; however, such models are generally not explicit about the mechanismswhich lead
to frequency dependence and consequently do not provide an adequate expla.nationof our (Jbservations.
I can -thinkof no way existing ecological models explain these data. In fact,
. the coexistence of two asexual strains
on a single resource is in apparentviolation olf the form of Itheprinciple of
competitive exclusiion which asserts
that the numbereof competing species
must be less than the number of resources (10). However, the preceding
statement representsan empiricallyun-
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of Agal- continues to decline. In two
cultures initiated with a frequency of
TRANSFER
0.000338 t\gal-, no Agal- cells were
Ig- 1. Stable equilibriumbetween two observed in the l
Oth and the 11th
asex cualgenotypesin a glucose minimal transfers.
med {ium(300 mg of glucose per liter):
The classical frequency models of
0
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frequencies o!f Agal at the bethe relative
ginn

ling
of each-transfer. Each point repre-

the frequency in one of four indesent :s
pene

dent
populations.

single lenotypes
ll

in the concentration of glucose leadsto an increase in the equilibrium frequency otfagal-. At 600 mg of glucose
per liter the equilibriumappears to ibe
at about 1 percent Agal-. At low concentrations of glucose /\gal- may be

/

10

ll

both the level of the equilibrium and
its very existence are dependent upon

/
10

9th and lOth transfers,respectively.If,
at a concentratiSon
of 300 Img/liter,glucose represents the sole llimiting resource, then it appears that the araand /\gal- strains are able to maintain
a stable equilibriumwhen limited by a
single resource.

populatilon genetics are really unatble
to explain these results. Given a situation of two asexual haploid genotypes

-- 0
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TIME,HOURS
Fig. 2. Growth of agal and ara in single
genotype and high-frequency, mixed genotype culture (300 mg of glucose per liter):
number of cells per cubic centimeter as a
function of time in hours. Solid line, numbers of ara ; broken line, numbers of
Agal.
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testable hypothesis. That is, even in
this, which is perhaps the most simple
of experimental systems, it would not
be possilbleto demonstratethat there is
only a single resource in the medium.
In fact, it i-sreasonableto assume that
as a result of cell metabolismand mortality an array of potentially u!tilizable
carbon sources may be excreted into
the medium. However, the only initial
carbon source, and what is the primary
and appearsto be the limiting resource,
is glucose. Whetherthe array of potentially utilizable-carbonsourcesthat may
beiproducedas a result of glucose metabolism may lead one to consider this a
situation of "multtipleresources"8isan
nresolvaiblesemantic issue.
Some theoretical work which F. M.
Stewart and I have recently com,pleted
suggests that unldera resource utilization scheme similar to ithe serial
transfer technique a stable equilibrium
may be obtained for two species even
when there is only a single resource.In
the model examined this result obtains
when one species grows faster at high
concentrations of the slingle resource
while the other grows faster at low concentrat;ions.Unfortunately the experimental system appears somewhat more
complex than the model, and the relalevel and
tion between the eXquilibrium

o
-

-

-

TIME,HOURS
Fig. 3 Growth of Agal and ara in mixed
culture initiated with very low frequencies
of one genotype (in 300 mg of glucose per
liter): number of cells per cubic centimeter as a function of time in hours. Solid
line, numbers of ara ; broken lineS numbers of agal-*

the sugarconcentrationis differentfrom
that predicted by the model. Consequently, that work only suggests that
such an equilibriumis theoreticallypossible but does not serve to explain the
observed equilibrium.
Additional experimental work sug
gests that an explanation for the observed equilibrium lies in an understandingof what is occurringat or near
stationary phase. The concentration of
glucose;in filtrates of stabionary-phase
single or mixed strainculturesof Agaland ara- is less than that which can
be estlimatedby enzymatic means (11)
(less than 0.1 mg/liter). However, if a
small inoculum of stationaryphase cells
of either ara- or i\gal- is introduced
into Millipore filtrates of these stationary-phase cultures, additional growth
occurs. For a 1 percent inoculum there
is a 7- to 10-fold increase in cell numbers in a 48-hour period. This result is
consistent with the hypothesis that the
stationaryphase is not a static situation,
but ralther a -dynamic one in which
there is both cell division and cell mortality. Presumablythese cells would be
using glucose which may be in very
low concentrationor more likely products of cell metabolism and ibreakdown
of dead cells. When bloth genotypes
are in relatively high frequencies or
when they are the only genotypes,
there is little change in population size
between 24 and 48 hours(see Fig. 2).
However, when Agal- is in very-low
frequencyits numberscontinue to show
considerable increase after those of
ara- have pretty much stabilized (see
Fig. 3). For the Agal- initiated at low
frequencies there is about a SO-foldincrease in numbers between 12 and 50
hours. Even when initiated at these low
frequencies in these mixed culturesy
ara- shows little increase during this
same period.
These growth curves suggest that the
primary disadvantage of Agal- when
in competition with ara- mazrbe explained by ifts initially longer lag period. A major portion of the glucose
may be usurped by the ara- cells before the Agal- cells startto grow. EIowever, when Agal- is in low frequencyy
its population continues to increase
after ara- have stopped growing.
Given a sufficiently low concentration
of agal- in mixed culture with ara-,
the capacity for growth in stationary
phase may allow for an increa-sein the
relativefrequencyof these cells between
successive transfers Thus, as a result
of its shorter initial lag phase, ara
may increase in frequency when it is

rare;and due to its capacity for growth
in stationary phase, '\gal- may also
increase in frequency when it is rare.
These are the necessary conditions for
a stable equilibrium.
Currently it is not at all clear why
the Agal- cells are able to- increase at
';stationaryphase" when they are very
rare, but do not appear to do so when
they are more common, or why t!he
equilibriumshould depend on the glucose concentration. One possibility is
that a resource substance which may
only be utilized or may be utilized more
eEciently by t\gal- is produced by a
by-productof the ara- cell metabolism
or breakdown of dead ara- cells. If
this were the case, and the "by-product
resource" could only be used when in
sufficiently high concentration, then it
would be possible to explain both the
stationaryphase grczwthof Agal- when
in low frequency and the decreasing
equilibrium level of Agal- with decreasing glucose concentration.That is,
the amount of such a "resource"would
be directly proportional to the total
number of ara- cells, and the proportionate increase in Agal- would be
inversely proportio1lalto the numbers
of Agal- cells present and utilizing this
{'resource."Experiments are currently
under way to test this and other possible hypothesesfor the observedstable
equilibria.
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